
AddSearch To Pitch at LeWeb Startup Tour
Stockholm

Finnish Startup AddSearch gets a shot at entering the finals of Europe’s largest
digital innovation conference.

AddSearch, a Finnish startup aiming to radically improve site search, has been selected as one
of eight companies, to pitch at the LeWeb Startup Competition, taking place in Stockholm on
September 30th.

AddSearch was selected by the jury out of many other companies, based on the quality of the
product, stage of the company and the market potential. The company now has to compete with
the eight other companies with only 90 seconds to pitch, to convince a jury of local investors
and entrepreneurs. The top pitches will be in the fast-lane to join the Startup Competition finals
at LeWeb'14 in Paris on December 9-11.

LeWeb is (one of) the largest international conference for digital innovation, and is visited by
thousands of entrepreneurs, investors, journalists and other tech enthusiasts. This is the first
year that LeWeb organizes the Startup Tour, which is meant to “explore the most vibrant
ecosystems and identify the most promising startups around the world”.

“We are very excited about this opportunity,’ says CEO Mikko Nurminen. “Reaching the finals of
LeWeb would offer us great visibility and would allow us to showcase our product on a great
platform to thousands of potential users and partners.”

AddSearch launched their site search tool to the general public at least year’s Slush conference
in Helsinki, Finland. Since then the user base has been steadily growing, and the team has
worked hard on improving the product.

Further information:
Sjoerd Handgraaf, Business Development Manager, sjoerd@addsearch.com, +358401656303

About AddSearch:
AddSearch is a hosted site search solution that is lightning fast, works across all devices, offers
instant predictive search results and gives website owners complete control over their search.
All of this is offered for a small monthly fee, and without the hefty installation costs. Based in
Helsinki, Finland, the company was founded in 2013 and is financially backed by Vision+ and
TEKES, the Finnish Funding Agency for Technology and Innovation.
www.addsearch.com


